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METHOD OF CONTROLLING PHOTOGRAPHIC 
EMULSION MANUFACTURING PROCESS BY 

NON-LINEAR APPROXIMATION 

This application is a continuation of application Ser. 
No. 248,295, ?led Sept. 21, 1988 which is a continuation 
of Ser. No. 54,045, mailed May 26, 1987, which is a 
continuation of Ser. No. 892,724, ?led July 29, 1986, 
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 771,905, ?led Sept. 
3, 1985, all abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to a method of control 

ling a photographic emulsion manufacturing process. 
15 

More particularly, the invention pertains to a control _ 
method by non-linear approximation for a photographic 
emulsion manufacturing process which involves a mul-. 
tiplicity of variables. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
Photographic emulsion which are employed for pho 

tosensitive materials, such as photographic paper and 
?lm, generally include silver halide as a principal com 
ponent. Silver halide is a compound of a halogen, such 
as Br, and silver, and is widely used as a material for 
photographic emulsions. Such silver halide is produced 
by crystallization in which silver nitrate (AgNO3) and 
potassium bromide (KBr) or potassium iodide (KI) or 
sodium chloride (NaCl) are added together such that 
they react to crystallize silver halide. 

In this type of reaction crystallization step, it is not 
possible to directly measure the degree of crystal 
growth of silver halide itself. For this reason, it is con 
ventional practice to estimate the degree of growth of 
silver halide from the silver concentration in the solu 
tion which is related to the growth of silver halide. 

In the process of crystal growth of silver halide, a 
considerable number of operations in the control of 
crystal growth are conducted based on the operator’s 
experience, since some of the mechanism of the crystal 
growth has not yet been satisfactorily elucidated. Fur 
ther, in the crystal growth process of the above 
described type, the growth of crystals of silver halide is 
affected by various factors, such as the solution temper 
ature and the rate of stirring, in addition to the silver 
concentration and the halogen concentration in the 
solution. A change in even one of these process variates 
has an effect on the other variates. In such a control 
(multivariable control) in which a change in one of the 
process variates affects the other variates, it is not possi 
ble according to the conventional PID control to effect 
control in such a manner that process variates as objects 
of measurement are measured, and the respective ma 
nipulated variables of the measured variates are simulta 
neously and automatically controlled so that each con 
trolled variable coincides with a desired value. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In view of the above-described circumstances, it is a 
primary object of the present invention to realize a 
control method which enables a feedback or feed-for 
ward control to be easily effected even in a multivaria 
ble control process by non-linearly approximating the 
state of the system. 
To this end, the present invention provides a method 

of controlling a photographic emulsion manufacturing 
process by non-linear approximation, the method com 
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prising: de?ning the set (k) of a plurality of process 
inputs, such as the flow rate of silver nitrate, as follows: 

(k)=wl (k). - - . v. (k>1’=[ MW). cT(/<>1T 

de?ning the set (k) of a plurality of states, such as the 
silver halide concentration, as follows: 

(k)=[Xl (k). - . - . Xm (101T 

de?ning the set (k) of a plurality of process outputs, 
such as the potential of silver and the pH value, as fol 
lows: 

(k)=[Y1(_k). . . . . x001’ 

non-linearly approximating the system by an equation 
of state which is given by the following formula: 

(k)= (k- '(k), ' (l0) 
de?ning an evaluation function J (k) expressed by the 
following formula: ' 

(k)=dils [Q1 (k), - - - . Q: (10] 

(k)=diaa [R1 (k). - - - , Rn (10] 

obtaining a feedback matrix 1, (k) and a feed-forward 
control matrix f(k) which minimize the evaluation 
function J (k); ~and calculating manipulated variables 
which are to be applied to the plant from the obtained 
feedback matrix b (k) and feed-forward control matrix 

(k). 
[The above and other objects, features and advantages 

of the present invention will become apparent from the 
following description taken in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

The attached sole FIGURE is a block diagram of one 
example of a photographic emulsion manufacturing 
process for carrying out the present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

The present invention will be described hereinunder 
in detail with reference to the accompanying drawing. 
The FIGURE is a block diagram of one example of 

the photographic emulsion manufacturing process for 
carrying out the present invention. 

In the Figure, the reference numeral 1 denotes an 
arithmetic control unit which receives a plurality of 
patterned manipulated variables M(k), a plurality of 
control target values M (k) and a plurality of state. 
quantity signals (k), subjects them to various calcula 
tions and generates manipulated variables (k) which 
enable the system to be run in an optimal operative 
state. Each of Mand Mis a set of pattern data which 
are taken out from a data base incorporated in a com 
puter and are most suitable for use in the photographic 
emulsion manufacturing process. As the arithmetic con 
trol unit 1, for example, a computer may be employed. 
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The numeral 2 denotes a real plant which receives the 
Output (k) of the control unit 1 and grows crystals of 
silver halide. The manipulated variables (k) obtained 
as the result of the arithmetic operation carried out by 
the control unit 1 are applied to the real plant 2 and act 
in such a manner as to maintain controlled variables 
(e.g., the silver concentration or potential in the solution 
and the pH value thereof) in the plant 2 at constant 
levels. 

Process variates (k) (e.g., the silver potential and 
the pH value) obtained as the results of the control are 
obtained from the plant 2. A plant model 3 receives the 
output (k) of the plant 2 and the output (k) of the 
arithmetic control unit 1. This plant model 3 consists of 
a set of a plurality of arithmetic formulae. The plant 
model 3 generates a plurality of state quantity signals 
(k) which are applied to the arithmetic control circuit 1. 
A feedback element 4 receives difference ybetween 
reference patterns R (k) and the plant outputs (k) 
and generates a controlled value feedback matrix 1,. 
The present invention will now be described in detail by 
employing the thus arranged process. 
The set (k) of a plurality of process inputs, such as 

the flow rate of silver nitrate, is expressed by the follow 
ing formula: 

(1) 

(2) 
. , v. (101T 

cT (701T 

(k) ["1 (k), - - 

[ MT“) 

where T is a signal which represents a transposed ma 
U'lx. 

The matrix elements U1 (k), . . . , U” (k) expressed in 
the formula (1) respectively represent inclusive input 
elements and may be expressed by a column vector 
which consists of n rows and one column. The matrices 
MT(k) and cT(k) expressed in the formula (2) repre 

sent practical inputs. The matrix MT (k) is a set of 
pattern data which are taken out from a data base incor 
porated in the computer and are most suitable for use in 
the photographic emulsion manufacturing process, as 
described above. This set of pattern data is input to the 
arithmetic control unit 1 as patterned manipulated vari 
ables. The matrix CT (k) is a set of manipulated vari 
ables which minimize the evaluation function J (k) 
which will be described later. This set of manipulated 
variables is applied to the plant 2. As these manipulated 
variables, for example, KBr and HAc are employed. 
MT(k) and cT(k) are respectively expressed by the 

following formulae: 

C(k)=[Uc,i (k). - - . . Uc; (W (4) 

In the above formulae, the set c (k) of manipulated 
variables is a column vector which consists of s rows 
and one column and is represented by s elements. The 
set M(k) of manipulated variables is a column vector 
which consists of (n-s) rows and one column and is 
represented by (n~—s) elements, where n is the total 
number of input elements expressed in the formula (1), 
and s is the number of manipulated variables Uc (k). 
The output (k) of the plant 2 is expressed by the 

following formula: 

(k)=[Y1(k), ~ ~ - t Y: (1017 (5) 
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4 
In the above formula, Y (k) is a column vector which 
consists of 5 rows and one column in a manner similar to 
that of c (k). 
The set (k) of a plurality of states, such as the silver 

halide concentration, is expressed by the following for 
mula: 

(k)=[/Yr (k), . t ‘ , Xm (101T (6) 

In the above formula, the set (k) of state quantities is 
a column vector which consists of m rows and one 
column and is expressed by in elements. The variables 

(k) are obtained from the plant model 3 as described 
above. 
The set M(k) of a plurality of target values (values 

which the process should follow), such as the silver 
potential, is expressed by the following formula: 

M(k)=[YM,i (k), - - ~ , YM.:(k)]T (7) 

The set M (k) of target values is a column vector 
which consists of Ys rows and one column and which is 
represented by 5 elements. These elements are previ 
ously extracted from the data base as optimum patterns, 
as described above. The set M04) of target values is 
applied to the arithmetic control unit 1. 
Then, the system is approximated by a non-linear 

equation of state which is expressed by the following 
formula: 

(k)= (k. ’. (k), ' (IO) (8) 

In the formula (8), represents that 
car function of ' (k) and ' (k). _ _ 

' (k) is a set of outputs (k) including changes with 
time and is given by the following formula: 

(k) is a nonlin 

'(k)=[ (k). (k— 1). - - - , (k—l?l (9) 

’ (k) is a set of inputs (k) including changes with 
time and is given by the following formula: 

' (k)=[ (k), (k—l), . . . , (k—lu)] (10) 

In the above formula, ly and lu respectively represent 
dead times. 
An evaluation function J (k) such as that given by the 

following formula will now be considered. 

(11) 

In the above formula, the matrix Y(k) represents the 
difference between the output matrix (k) and the 
reference pattern matrix R (k) and is expressed by the 
following formula: 

Y(k)= (k)— R (k) (12) 

AUC (k) represents the difference between the manipu 
lated variable C(k) and the manipulated variable ma 
trix c (k—l) at the time (k—l) and is given by the 
following formula: . 

in the formula (13) is a function for correcting the 
input limitation of the plant and expressed by 
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A k _ A, b(k)=lFb,l (k), . . . , m (101’ 
= A 

m (k)=[FbM,i (k). - - - , Fm; (1017 

where A (k): C(k)—a- C(k-l); 5 k = S k S k r 
A is a value determined by the controlled variables I’( ) [ b'1( )' ' ' " b"( )1 

:ndsthe prpfess variables and, for example, 1 or 2; and f(k)___[;=~?l (k), _ _ _ , pfJ (1011 
i a uni me. 

In the above formulae, A (k) may be expressed /M(k)+[F/M,l (k), . - -,F/M,s (101T 
merely by _ 10 - 

f(k)=l$/i (k), - - t y 5/; (1017' 

A c(k)= c(k)-— c(k—l); . . . . . . 

As has been described in detail, it is possible accord 
a is a matrix indicating thc weight ranking with respect ing to the present invention to realize a multivariable 
to the change of thc process variables of the plant; and 15 control, which cannot be effected by the conventional 

zmay be expressed merely by method, by representing states or phenomena in the 
process by numerical formulae by means of a non-linear 

z(k)-_- (k)- (k_1)_ model and effecting arithmetic control on the basis of 
the formulated plant model. Accordingly, the resent 
I n a u p 

In the formula, (k) and R (k) are matrices of weights, invention advantageously enables the silver halide crys 
(10 being an output error Weight matrix, and (k) 20 tal growth process to be controlled in an optimum state 

being a manipulation change weight matrix. These ma- at lanltlmcs 
t' t‘ldfd fllos: calm: ?ees are respcc we y 6 me as o w 1. A method of controlling the preparation of a pho 

(k)=di,g {Q1 (k), _ _ _ , Q: (10] (14) tographic emulsion containing silver halide crystals in a 
25 system, by measuring process variables in said system 

(k)=diag [R1 (k), . . . , R,,(k)] (l5) and applying'a non-linear approximation of said vari 
~ ' ables to said system in order to control the system by 

The symbol “diag” in the formulae (14) and (15) repre- - attaining predetermined process variable values by: 
sents a diagonal matrix. The ?rst term on the right-hand (a) inputting Into an imminent! Control unit: ' 
side of the formula (11) is an evaluation portion with 30 (1) a Set Um(k)_({f a Plufahty of PTOQCSS "12m Van‘ 
respect to the error matrix Y, while the second mm ables, comprising a flow rate of silver nitrate, 
works in such a manner that, when changes in the pro- (2) a Set Ym(k) of ‘4 Plllmlltfof target Pfocess out‘ 
cess variates are expressed by the formula (13), the P“t values’ compnsmg a S11v6!‘ Potentlal and PH 
second term minimizes the changes in the process vari- value’ and _ _ _ 
ates or causes the ?ow rate in the process to be mini- 35 (3) a set of,“ plurality of stat‘ qua‘lmy 513mb’ 
mizul comprising silver halide concentration, from a 

Thus, the steps in the process shown in the Figure are system. mofdeli ~.d . U f _ 
respectively expressed by the numerical formulae as (b) generanpg mm Sal mppts’ as“ (k) 0 mampu' 
described above, and feedback matrix b (k) and a lined variable? am.‘ appiymg the same R.’ th? cmul' 
feed-forward control matrix f(k) which mimmiz' ' e the 40 so“ prepaianon m said System to inamtam 0.0“ 
evaluation function J (k) expressed by the formula (1 l) tiloned vanables .of sad systmglvfhmhl cqmpnscs 
are obtained by arithmetic operations. Thereafter, ma- eitcszgzgl?iagllgncgflsptggfdsm so ‘men’ an 

xz‘i‘izztisztizi? atlz'zss‘stadszzisiiis <c> oimininggugpm Y<k> said . . . sys em, w ic comprise si ver concentration or 
ulated variables which are to be applied to the plant 2: 45 potgmial in solution, and PH, 

, _ (d) inputting: 
C(k)_ 6’ "(10+ c’ f0‘) (16) v (1) said output process variables Y(k) from said 

a » . . system, and 

:31 31th:??? formulahglcr fgzd?czgglgia? (2) said output variables U(k) from said arithmetic 
lated variables ghd the se’corFd term that is C f5‘) 50 control umt mlto :ys'yste? model’ wh‘lch mods] 

’ ’ ’ ’ , ’ t t o tate uantt s s represents feed-forward control manipulated variables, éigrtvisicg gutlheilyappliid toqsaid lafithgz?c 
each of these matrices being a column vector which control units. 
conslsts of 5 rows and one column' The matrices C’ (e) generating a controlled value feedback matrix, F[,, 

b (k) and 0 f (k) a" expxessed as follows- 55 in a feed-forward matrix from a difference between 
target values and plant output values which matrix 

c’ "0‘): "('0' “H WU‘) (‘0+ "0‘) (17) v is then used to minimize an evaluation function 

_ , J04); 

c, /(k)— N‘) 09+ N ("2 (10+ 10‘) (18) (f) calculating from said minimized evaluation func 
In the above formulae, 1, (k) is a controlled variable 60 non’ .mampulatcd variables whlch. are then applied 
feedback matrix, bM(k) a pattern feedback matrix, I, .to salqsystgm’ whcrcby conclanmls 8“ mlidc .to 
(k) a constant feedback matrix (k) a controlled vari- inputs m sald sysiem’ therFby effecting. multivaria 
ablc fced_forward control mat (k) a pattern ble control of said emulsion preparation,_and the 
feed-forward control matrix, and 31(15): constant feed- gégwth of Sald sllver ahde cliyimls thelifml 
forward control matrix. Each of them is a column vec- 65 2' 6 method according to c m 1’ w erem set 

tor which consists of s rows and one column. These 
matrices are respectively expressed by the following 
formulae: ‘ 

U,,,(k) comprises matrix Um T(k) which is a set of pattern 
data obtained from a data base, and matrix UcT(k) which 
is a set of manipulated variables which minimize said 
evaluation function J(k). 

# ? ‘ i ‘ 


